Char le s Duke

TO THE EDUCATIONAL RESOURCES INFORMATION CENTER (ERIC)."
Giving the Competitive Edge to Students' Academic Achievement When the word "competition" is mentioned in connection with school, almost everyone first thinks of athletics--football, basketball, baseball and other sports which seem to occupy an inordinate amount of students, teachers and administrators' time, not to mention money. But in reality, the concept of competition reaches beyond athletics to permeate every aspect of the school environment.
In fact, it may be the single most powerful influence on learning today. Think of the factors which comprise the school experience for most young people: grades, teachers, peers, jobs, and self identity;
all are controlled in large measure by competition.
Athletic coaches long have been aware of the importance of instilling a sense of competition in thejr players; to a lesser extent, teachers also have recognized this influence and have tried to capitalize upon it in the classroom by organizing spelling bees, having mini-quiz bowls for reviews, holding various types of contests--most books read, greatest number of words written, best performance on tests, etc. However, most of this competition occurs behind closed doors and usually does not come to the public'S attention or bring recognition to students beyond the classroom.
That has begun to change. Many school districts are seeking ways to highlight students' academic achievement in an effort to offset the public s perception that the only important student achievement is that which occurs on the playing fields or courts on a weekday night.
Considering the small percentage of a student body who actually This event's purpose would be to highlight as many academic areas as possible without diffusing the overall message: Lggggpitign a_fitudgotal_academic_agbieyement_and,wteatialAwentralmizzign
QLtbe.,.figlaQQ1, In deciding if such an evert is in the best interests of the school and students, faculty and administrators need to consider first the impact upon students. At least five concerns should be addressed before any final decision is made.
EyentEgcua
What will be the main focLs of the event? Will it be interdisciplinary or will it focus on only one or two academic areas? Although arguments can be presented for either emphasis, the approach likely to have th.? most impact on the school and the public is the interdiscipli= nary emphasis. Demonstrating students abilities in a variety of academic areas sends a strong message that academic achievement is a central element across the school's curriculum. With some careful attention to the focus of the event, educators gradually should be able to build a zoalition of sponsors. This coalition, in turn, will give more impetus to proMoting the interdisciplinary nature of the event and will permit the event to grow from year to year while remaining responsive to new academic thrusts in the school or district's curriculum.
Bewalds
What will be the rewards for students who participate in the event? How will judges be selected? For events of this nature to take on significance in the minds of the participants as well as of the public, a substantial reward system must exist, and the rewards must be tied to a respected evaluation system which includes qualified judges. Therefore, should be incorporated into their own event.
One of the more popular models is the Academic Olympiad, developed two members with gpa's of 2.9 or lower. The three alternates had to be distributed through the three range-5 at Well. The grade point requirements were established to stimulate scholarship among a broader range of students and to Provide Motivation for gifted but low-achieving students to perform at higher academic levels.
After a morning of individual subject area tests and a luncheon, the teams gather for the Star Wars Competition, which is the culminating competition for the Olympiad. In this event, the tams compete against each other for team honors. The competition proceeds in 6 rounds of 8 questions each, so that each team member competes.
The questions cover a wide range of current events of state, regional, national and international interest, mathematical problems, literary and historical figures, works, and events, scientific theories etc.
Questions are given orally and students respond within ten seconds in written form. The correct answers are announced, and proctors keep a 1. Quigk_Begali --teams of four students compete to provide factual answers to questions presented in a "college bowl"
format.
2. Cleatin_Eunessign --teams of four students work to solve a problem presented to them on the day of the competition.
3. nitterlaiggegamest --individual students take a written test in math, science, social studies, or language arts.
4. Briglifib_MMitiini --individual students are given a topic p. 12 on which they must write a well-developed essay within a specified time.
A state champion is determined in each category (four champions in the written assessment category)i In addition, the Association uses a point system to determine the school whose students collectively achieve the highest level of performance at the state level. That school receives the Governor's Cup. Any student of a member school is eligible to represent that school in the competition.
The Association also monitots each academic competition in Kentucky to be certain it meets the standards of educational quality which it feels all such competitions should achieve. The Association annually publishes a directory which lists all of the approved academic competitions in the state. The directory also provides a calendar of events for all competition along with sponsors, locatiol!s, descriptions, and contact persons.
Efforts such as the ones in Kentucky, Utah and Virginia are being duplicated throughout the country. They clearly demonstrate that bringing the competitive edge to academic excellence results in respect and support for the basic mission of all schools: promoting academic potential and achievement among students.
